You should have worn sandals, which
leave the heel exposed. He
water on the way
He said
the sandals. He
said to him: Does the Master not hold with that which
Rav Ashi said: One should not wear sandals when crossing
a river on Shabbat, ab initio? From this conversation, the
Exilarch understood that Ravina meant no disrespect in not

§

Yehuda bar Gerogarot taught: It is prohibited to sit on
damp
on Yom Kippur. Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi said:
is dripping wet,
when one feels its wetness when touching it. Abaye said in
dripping wet enough to make something else wet. Rav Yehuda said: One is
and it is not considered bath
ing. Similarly, when Rav Yehuda
a squash on himself.
placing

Rava

yanuka] next to him,

Does the Master not hold with that which Rav Ashi said –
: The medieval commentaries point out that the Gemara earlier reported that Ravina
himself crossed a river in sandals. Why does it seem that
here he does not allow it? One solution to the apparent connamed Ravina, Ravina the Elder and his nephew. Alternatively,
perhaps Ravina made the statement to pacify the Exilarch
(Tosafot Yeshanim). Or, it is possible that Ravina changed his
opinion after hearing the position of Rav Ashi (
).
By a baby [yanuka] –
: Commentaries explain that
a baby was used because its skin is usually a little cold, or
Min
). Others explain that
is the name of a vessel
with a long neck, and it is so named because one drinks from
it by sucking [
] (ge’onim).
Slip [mizderiv] –
in the Bible (Job
for stealing.

: The root of this word,

, is found

You told us the opposite –
: The rationale to
be more stringent on the Ninth of Av is because the day is
one of mourning and sorrow (Me’iri), or due to concern that
people will disregard rabbinic mitzvot (Tosafot Yeshanim).

is full, it is prohibited;
however, if it is
With regard to a
cup, both this and that are prohibited,
the
water seeps through the cup, causing a violation of the pro
hibition of bathing. Rav Ashi said: A silver
mizderiv] from
his hand and spill.

Permission from the Nasi –
: In the early
generations, the Sages needed authority only to rule on
monetary issues, not on
concerning ritual. However,
a reform was made requiring permission in that area too,
in order to ensure that the student knew the material well
enough to rule. In order to raise the stature of the Nasi, it was
instituted that he would be the one to grant such permission.

the host of the home where Rabbi Ami,
and Rabbi Asi, and Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi, and all the
Sages of Caesarea stayed, said to Rav Yosef, son of Rabbi
Yehoshua ben Levi: Son of a
about
that your father used to perform. He
that he would prepare on the day before Yom
Kippur by soaking it in water and wringing it out, making it
almost
hands, and feet with it. On
on which the prohibition of bathing is by rabbinic law and not
Torah law, he would soak the cloth in water and
pass it over his eyes.

Unblemished ones were slaughtered in the Temple. Their
blood was sprinkled on the altar, and the meat was given
to the priests to eat. Blemished animals were given directly
to the priests to eat. After the destruction of the Temple, all

: In the times

were permitted to be eaten only if they were blemished.
Since the priests had to take care of the animals but were not
priests were sometimes suspected of intentionally causing
the animals to become blemished.

: The prohibition of bathing on Yom Kippur does not include alternative

he
and he may soak it in water
day, when only some moisture remains, he may wipe his
with it. On the day before Yom Kippur,
may soak it in water and
wring it out to
may pass it over his eyes. Rabbi Ya’akov said to Rabbi
. What you
of Av, and we
of wringing,
wringing that Shabbat has.

§

that

with regard to the prohibition

is prohibited, if the clay is wet enough to make something
else wet by touching it. Furthermore, using a vessel that has
water in it is prohibited, since it may spill and lead to bathing.
It is prohibited to soak a cloth in water the day before and
Kippur (Rema). However, if the cloth is dry and was already
used the day before, one may wipe one’s eyes with it on Yom
Kippur (
,
: The day before the Ninth of Av, one may soak a
cloth in water and remove it from the water before the fast
day (

that Rav Amram said

an Elder who sits and studies Torah in a
n from the
to permit him
to render
, like others who must
get permission from the
to render
, or not?
until it has a blemish. Knowing which blemishes are perma
nent and permit the animal to be eaten and which are tempo
rary is specialized knowledge.

,
: A priest is

blemished. Others, however, even a relative or another priest,
are trusted to give such testimony (
, Yoreh
De’a

Was given to the house of the Nasi –
: Based on the Sages who were involved in this
discussion, it seems that it took place during the period
of Rabbi Yehuda Nesia, the grandson of Rabbi Yehuda
HaNasi. In those generations, the leadership position was
an honor inherited by the descendants of Hillel the Elder.
However, most of the Nesi’im were not prominent Torah
scholars; they served primarily as liaisons with the Romans and the true religious leaders were the heads of the
Nasi,
the Nasi was given honorary tasks such as granting the
Sages the authority to rule in certain matters of
.
the comparative status of Rabbi Yosei ben Zimra and
Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi, both of whom lived two generations earlier. Although Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi was one of
the greatest scholars of his time, Rabbi Yosei ben Zimra
was considered to be greater than him both in years and
in wisdom. Nevertheless, he asked permission from Rabbi
Yehuda HaNasi.

What are they asking? What is the basis of the
this statement of Rav Idi bar Avin, who
the
authority of the
to grant permission, was given to the house
of the Nasi to raise its stature.
must permission be
since the request itself honors the
Or, perhaps
the individual in question is an Elder who sits and stud
ies Torah in a yeshiva, there
rose to his feet and said: I saw Rabbi Yosei ben Zimra, who was
an Elder who sat in the yeshiva and who stood before the grandfather of this current
, ask permission from him to permit
Rabbi Abba said to him:

was not how

Zimra was a priest, and he raised the following dilemma: Is the
halakha
the opinion of Rabbi Meir, who
a certain area may not judge it and
may not testify about it?

, but it was a question of halakha. Are priests
Or
perhaps the halakha
the opinion of Rabban Shimon ben Gamliel, who said: One who is suspect is believed about his fellow but is not believed about himself. He
resolved the question for him:
halakha is
with the opinion of Rabban Shimon ben Gamliel.
mission from the

§

another dilemma before them, the same Sages
What is the halakha with regard to going out in
sandals made of

Cork –
: It seems that the cork mentioned here is the
bark of the cork tree, from which corks are made nowadays. Though this tree naturally grows in the western
basin of the Mediterranean Sea, it was brought to Israel
and nearby countries as early as the time of the Gemara.
The custom was to use cork on the soles of sandals.

k on Yom Kippur?
to testify and said: I saw that Rabbi
Yehoshua ben Levi went
and I said to him: What is the law
t that is
He said to me:

Wearing shoes on Yom Kippur –
: It is prohibited to wear sandals or shoes made
from leather on Yom Kippur, even if they are only covered
in leather. However, shoes made of straw, cloth, or any
other type of material are permitted. Some authorities
prohibit shoes made from other materials if one does not
agree with that ruling (see Mishna
;
,
Wearing shoes on a communal fast –
: Wearing leather shoes is prohibited on the
Ninth of Av. If the shoes are made from cloth or other
materials, they are permitted, as stated in the Gemara
(
,
applies to any communal fast day decreed when there
is drought. However, nowadays there are no longer such
communal fast days.

and
Rabba

to him: What
is the law on Yom Kippur? He said to me:
and
Rav Yehuda went out on
in reed sandals. Abaye went out in sandals made of
sandals braided with reeds.
of these sandals are considered to be shoes. Rabba bar Rav Huna
feet and went out.

Yom Kippur and a communal fast –
:
There are separate reasons to be stringent on each of these days. allusion. On the other hand, since the wearing of shoes on Yom
- Kippur is based on a scriptural allusion perhaps it includes even
tions are required. However, the wearing of shoes is permitted. It non-leather shoes (
).

We learned that an amputee
may go out with his wooden
on Shabbat, since it
is like a shoe; these are the words of Rabbi Meir. But Rabbi Yosei
prohibits it. And a
was taught in that regard as an adden
And they agree that it is prohibited to go
out wearing it on Yom Kippur. As this indicates that even wooden
shoes are prohibited, the materials worn by the aforementioned
should also be prohibited.
in the case
there are rags
due to the pleasure
Rava said to him: And if the prosthetic leg is not a garment, mean
ing that it is not a shoe, do the rags make it into a garment? Only
shoes are forbidden, not other garments. And furthermore, any
other kind of pleasure that is not the pleasure of wearing shoes, is
it prohibited on Yom Kippur?
And Rabba bar Rav Huna would
demonstrating that the comfort
Furthermore, the
continuation of the
contradicts your explanation that the
prohibition is due to the comfort provided by the rags. From the fact
: If the prosthetic leg
designed for rags it is susceptible to ritual impurity like all
wooden utensils which have receptacles, it may be inferred that in
a prosthetic leg that has a
hollow space designed for rags.

A prosthetic leg on Shabbat –
: Since a
prosthetic leg is used just to provide the appearance of a
leg, it is prohibited to walk into the public domain wearing
Rabbi Yosei’s opinion (

,

A prosthetic leg on Yom Kippur –
:
If a prosthetic leg is covered in leather it is considered
a type of shoe, and it may not be worn on Yom Kippur
(
,
Young children on Yom Kippur –
:
Young children are permitted to eat, drink, bathe, and
smear oil on Yom Kippur; but they are not allowed to wear
leather shoes, as a single day without wearing shoes will
to a child old enough to understand the mitzvot somewhen children are not bathed or smeared with oil every day,
it is appropriate to refrain from these activities on Yom Kippur (see
;
,

wrap a

to everyone, a prosthetic
leg is considered to be a shoe, and with regard to Shabbat this is
what they disagree about: One Sage,
holds that we
a prohibition of wearing a prosthetic leg on Shabbat lest the
leg
in the public do
main; and one Sage, Rabbi Meir,
such
a rule.

§

n
to perform all
of
wearing
shoes.
about wearing shoes?
is
observers who see a child wearing shoes will say that
adults did this for him, i.e., put them on for him, since he cannot do
it for himself. But if that is the reason, with regard to those other
prohibitions also, like bathing and smearing oil, they will say that
adults did this for him, and children should be prohibited from
and smearing oil, they could say that they did this for him yesterday,
since one cannot be certain when the child was bathed.

say this with regard to shoes as well.
could say that they did this for him yesterday.
shoes, it is impossible to say an adult did it
for him yesterday, since the child would not have worn shoes at
night. As Shmuel said: He who desires a taste of death should put
on shoes and go to sleep.
But the mishna
ted to wear shoes ab initio.

that they are permit-

observer will not think that the adult has done anything wrong.
Rather,
against performing those actions that are not necessary for the
growth, but
against performing
those actions that are necessary for
growth. As Abaye
said: My mother told me:
requires hot water and
oil for smearing. When
he must eat egg with
, a pickled dip made with milk.
more,
he must have vessels to break, since he will enjoy breaking them.
Rabba who
s for his
for their enjoyment.

The prosthetic leg is impure –
: According to the
of ritual purity and impurity, raw materials other
than food and drink can become impure only if they are

this area of law. For example, wooden utensils can become impure only if they have a hollow space in them;
a prosthetic leg with a hollow space into which rags are
placed is subject to impurity.
Young children are permitted to perform all of them –
:
with regard to young children. Children who have
mitzvot by Torah law. However, even before children reach
this age, they must be educated by their parents, little by
little, to follow
. Even so, there is no obligation to
force very young children to keep the mitzvot.
In some situations, it is prohibited for adults to directly
enable children to violate the
. For example, a parent may not directly feed a child non-kosher food. With
regard to Yom Kippur, there is a question as to whether
parents are permitted to do things for their children that
they may not do for themselves. Since there is a fear of
endangering the child through abstinence, the Gemara
concludes that not only are children permitted to eat and
drink, but that adults must make sure that they do so.
Cracked ceramic vessels –
: Rabba’s statement
teaches about the prohibition against wanton destruction. Rabba bought his children pieces of broken pottery
to smash rather than allowing them to break whole and
usable utensils.

My mother told me –
: Abaye quotes the wisdom of his mother throughout the Gemara. However, this
woman was not his biological mother, since it is known
that she died during his birth. It seems that the woman
he called mother was the wife of his uncle, Rabba bar
for daily life and rearing children.

–
: In Hebrew this is
, a dip used in
Babylonia. It was made mostly from bread crumbs and sour
milk, with additional spices sprinkled in.

Who is the tanna of the mishna –
: This question
should not be understood as the usual attempt to clarify

the issue here is whether all the views in the mishna with
regard to the king, bride, and new mother are the opinion of
only Rabbi Eliezer, or whether the Rabbis agree with Rabbi
proof from the baraita that all three cases are the opinion
only of Rabbi Eliezer and that the Rabbis argue with him
on each issue (
). Furthermore, although the
mishna is clearly the opinion of Rabbi Eliezer, the Gemara

The king in his beauty –
: It is a positive mitzva
to instate a king who holds the people in awe. If the king’s
appearance is not impressive, this will detract from the fear
he can instill in his subjects (Sefer HaHashlama).

We do not prevent the bride from wearing perfumes –
: A single woman may not adorn herself
during her entire period of mourning, but a married woman
en days of mourning. A bride who lost a close relative within
thirty days of her wedding may adorn herself even during
the Rosh, as stated in his commentary on tractate
(Be’er Hagola;
, Yoreh De’a
Due to the danger of scorpions –
: One is
permitted to wear shoes to protect himself from scorpions
or similar dangers and even to avoid getting dirty from mud
(
,
the Rema).

§ We learned in the mishna that according to Rabbi Eliezer, the
king and the bride may
Who is the

of the mishna?

it was taught in a

may not wash
says
in the name of Rabbi Eliezer: A king and a bride may wash
A new mother may not wear
shoes
Rabbi
the name of Rabbi Eliezer: A new mother may wear shoes.

what
is the reason that the king
ten: “Your eyes shall see the king in his beauty”
A king should always look regal before his nation. What is the
reason that a bride
So that she should not
appear repulsive to her husband. Since it is only the beginning
of their marriage, her husband may be disgusted at seeing her
otherwise. Rav said to Rabbi
wedding is a woman considered a bride? He said to him: As it
was taught in a
we do not
prevent the bride from wearing perfumes during the entire
thirty days
thirty days, her appearance is most critical.
A new mother may wear shoes.
Due
there is concern that she will become ill, as she is
weak from the birth.
Shmuel said: If a man is worried about walking barefoot on
, he is
to wear shoes, since one need not put himself in danger.

§

one who eats
food the volume of a large date is liable. Rav Pappa asked:

Volume of a date-bulk –
: A date-bulk is slightly
less than an egg-bulk. The
is in accordance with the
opinion of Rav Ashi, that a large date-bulk is equivalent to
the volume of a large date including its pit (see
;
,

date-bulk that they said is the measure that deter
volume of a large date with its pit or without its pit? Rav Ashi
asked
a bone that
is a barley-grain-bulk imparts ritual impurity, does this refer to
the volume of a barley grain with its husk or without its husk?
And is that referring to a wet kernel or a dry
Rav Ashi did not ask the question that Rav Pappa
cause the answer was clear to him. Since it is stated in the mish
Large, it means as large as possible, which must include the
pit. Conversely, Rav Pappa did not ask the question that Rav
Ashi
the answer was clear to him. Wet barley
shibbolet and
not barley; without its shell it is no longer called barley but is
ushla.
barley within its shell.

Volume of a large date and the volume of its pit –
: Tosafot ask why the Gemara poses
this question when the mishna explicitly states that the pit is
included. The commentator explains that the conjunctive vav,
translated here as the word and, might actually mean or, so that
date or its pit. In other words, the volume is the amount of food

equal to a large date or its pit, which are roughly the same size.
Rav Nissim Gaon, cited in the
Since a date has three parts, the fruit, the pit, and the space
between them, the Gemara is asking whether just the fruit and
the pit are measured, or whether the space between them is
included as well. This issue is also discussed in the Jerusalem
).

Rava said that Rav
that they said is
an
accepted tradition that with this amount of food, the mind of
the one who eats
,
Less than
this amount, the
raises an
happened
on the festival of
.
ben Zakkai to taste, and they brought to Rabban
Gamliel two dates and a tankard of water.
ben Zakkai and Rabban Gamliel said
Bring them up
to the sukka, and we will eat there. And a
was taught in
that regard:
did not act this way
halakha, that such food must be eaten in the
. Rather, they
wished to be stringent upon themselves and not eat anything
outside of the
.
And when they gave
Rabbi Tzadok food that was less than an egg-bulk to eat, he
h and did not wash his hands. And he ate
it outside of the sukka

an egg-bulk
is required to be eaten in a sukka. If it should enter your mind
to say that the volume of the large date that they spoke of is
larger than the volume of an egg-bulk, there is a contradiction.
comparing the two episodes, it seems that two dates
without their pits are not the volume of an egg.
volume of a large date and its pit be greater than that of an
egg-bulk? Rav Yirmeya said: Yes, although two dates without
their pits are not equal to an egg-bulk, the volume of a large
date and its pit are larger than an egg-bulk, since date pits are
very large.
explains the folk saying that
people say: two kav of dates there is one kav and more of
pits, meaning that the volume of the pit is larger than that of the
fruit itself.
Rava said:
in the incident of the
, this is the reasoning that the hal
akha permits eating the dates outside of the
, due to the
fact that dates are fruit, and fruit need not be eaten in a sukka
but may be eaten outside of a
raises an obsaid: When we would learn
Torah with Rabbi Elazar ben Shamua, they brought before
of the sukka.
case of
it may be eaten outside of a
;
but
may not be eaten outside of a
a meal consisting of fruit must be eaten in a
say we ate
them as if they were
meal, which may be eaten outside
of the sukka, meaning that eating fruit is always considered a
snack.
If you wish, say
We ate that fruit
meal with the fruit, to temper their sweetness, outside of the
sukka.

With this amount the mind is settled –
:
Although the Torah’s measures are
transmitted to Moses
from Sinai, the Gemara here suggests that the
only taught

reason for this measure (Davar BeIto).
: This incident was
brought to show the other side of these
. Just as some
Sages wished to show how stringent they were, Rabbi Tzadok
wished to illustrate the decree to which the law could be lenient
in certain circumstances.
He held it in a cloth –
: Rashi explains that Rabbi Tzadok
did not want to touch the food with his hands due to his great
sensitivity. Tosafot, however, explain that he ate food only if he
was pure enough to eat
In order not to become impure,
he avoided touching food with his hands.

Tankard [deli] – : Although the word
usually means pail, it
seems there was also a smaller utensil with the same name, that
may have been used to draw water from larger vessels in the
house. It was also used as a large mug for drinking.

The volume of an egg-bulk is required to be eaten in a sukka –
: In tractate
this reasoning is refuted,
although it seems that the argument cited there is forced. This
Gemara is more logical (Tosafot Yeshanim;
).

Fruit need not be eaten in a sukka –
: One should
eat and drink in the
all seven days of the holiday. However,
it is permitted to snack outside of a
. For bread to be considered a snack, it must be less than the volume of an egg-bulk.
It is permitted to drink and to eat fruit outside of a
, but it
is praiseworthy to be stringent and eat all food inside the
(
,

Let us say that this
supports
consuming the amount that
one is required to eat in the
with types of sweets, he has
. If it should enter your
mind to say that fruit is required to be eaten in a sukka, then it
should not say sweets;
What do the words types of sweets
fruit.
And if
you wish, say that this
is referring to
where fruits
and therefore other sweet foods are eaten, but fruit
can similarly complete the requirement. Consequently, no support
can be brought from here.
Until now, the Gemara has assumed that the volume of a large date
is more than that of an egg. Rav Zevid disagreed with what was
mentioned earlier and said:
the volume of a
large date that they spoke of is less than an egg-bulk, as we
learned
Beit Shammai say: With regard to leaven, the
sourdough used to make dough rise, ownership of the volume of
an olive-bulk violates the prohibitions in the following verses stat
leavened
bread that must be owned to violate the prohibition is the volume
of a large date.
for the opinion of Beit Shammai?
had the same measure that determines liability, let
One write
“Leavened bread,” and He would not need to
“Leaven.” I would say,
If leavened bread,
whose leavening ability is not as strong, is prohibited at an olivebulk, all the more so should not leaven, whose leavening ability
is strong because it causes dough to rise, be also prohibited at an
between them
taught you that
the measure for one is not the same as the measure for the other.
leaven is an olive-bulk,
like in the case of most prohibitions from the Torah, and the mea
sure that determines liability for leavened bread, whose leavening
ability is weaker, is the volume of a large date.
And if it should enter your mind
volume of the large date that they spoke of is greater than an eggfor the measure one size
larger than an olive-bulk, as they proved that leavened bread must
bulk and not a date. Alternatively, if they are exactly the same
volume, and the volume of a large date has the same volume as an
they should have taught an egg-bulk, which is the more
commonly used measure. Rather, must one
here that the volume of a large date is less than an egg-bulk?

Sweet foods, fruit –
: It seems that the Gemara maintains that the word fruit here is referring only to the
seven species for which Eretz Yisrael is praised. According to
this explanation, the Gemara’s claim that in some places fruit
is uncommon is better understood, since, although some fruit
is found everywhere, these seven species are not universally
available (
).
Leaven and leavened bread –
: The Gemara where
this discussion originally appears gives a reason for Beit Hillel’s
approach. It raises an argument against Beit Shammai’s opinion
that the prohibited volume of leaven should be smaller than
but leavened bread is. However, the discussion here is not about
the prohibition of consuming these foods on Passover, since
according to both opinions one is liable for consuming the

size of an olive-bulk of either leaven or leavened bread. Rather,
seen and it shall not be found. Therefore, the Gemara states
that leaven, which has greater leavening ability than leavened
bread, should have a smaller measure that determines liability
(
).
: Tosafot point out that the Torah uses another

a measure used with regard to prohibitions of eating. Therefore, the Gemara sought a measure most similar to that of an
olive-bulk, either an egg-bulk, which is the amount required for
satisfaction, or the volume of a large date, which is the amount
required to settle one’s mind (see Tosafot Yeshanim).

From where
Perhaps
that the measure of the volume of
a large date that they said is larger than an egg-bulk; how
ever, the volume of a date of normal size is the same as an
egg-bulk,
date. Alternatively, say that the volume of a large date and
are equal, and the mishna
to use one of
them. Either way, there is no proof from here that the volume
Rather, it cannot be proven from here. Proof can be found
must one eat to obligate those with
whom he ate in an invitation [zimmun]
An olive-bulk
whom they ate in a
; these are the words of Rabbi Meir.
Rabbi Yehuda says: An egg-bulk is the minimum measure to
obligate those with whom they ate in a
.
With regard to what do they disagree? Rabbi Meir
holds

They are equal and the mishna chose one of them –
: The measure of a date was chosen,
although it is equal to the more standard measure of an eggolive-bulk for the prohibition of leaven, was based on one of
the seven fruits of the land. The second measure that determines liability, for leavened bread, should be as well (Tosefet
).
An olive-bulk…an egg-bulk –
: It seems that
both approaches are referring to the rabbinic requirement to
recite Grace after Meals. The Torah obligation applies only to
one who has eaten and is full; however, the Sages established
Tosafot Yeshanim).

The measure of food that requires a zimmun –
:
One who eats less than the volume of an olive-bulk may not
join a
(
,

“And you shall eat”; this is referring to eating.
“And be
is referring to drinking.
of eating throughout the Torah is consuming an olive-bulk.
Rabbi Yehuda
is
referring to
an egg-bulk. Less than that amount of food is
not satisfying.
And if it should enter your mind to say that the volume of the
large date that they spoke of is larger than an egg-bulk, the
that we have said that
the volume of
can we say that it does not
Rather, must one not
this that the volume of a large date that they said is less than the size of an
egg-bulk? Eating the larger amount of an egg-bulk
a
person, but eating the volume of a large date only
mind.
It was taught in a

Rabbi

says:

All the measures in the Torah connected to eating are the
volume of an olive-bulk,
the amount of food that
renders objects
sion in this case, and the Sages altered the measure accord
ingly.
Yom Kippur.
How did the Sages learn that the verse
from:
One
does not violate the prohibition unless he has eaten the volume
of a large date-bulk,
The Sages altered the measure –
: The
commentaries discuss (see
) the terminology employed here, which gives the impression that
the Sages determined the size of measures. That approach
seems to contradict a statement of the Gemara later in the
discussion that all measures are
transmitted to

Moses from Sinai. One resolution suggests that the measures themselves, e.g., an olive-bulk and an egg-bulk, were
sure is appropriate for which transgression (Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch
Chajes).

All the measures are the volume of an olive-bulk –
: The measure for all prohibited foods in
the Torah is the bulk of a medium-sized olive. This applies to
transgressions punishable by lashes,
, and death at the
hand of Heaven. Excluded, however, are those cases where
the verse employs unusual language (Rambam

And what does the
mean when it
A proof for this is from Yom Kippur? Why is the verse

And what does the baraita mean when it says a proof for
this –
: One commentator suggests that the
that there is support for the approach. Therefore, the Gemara
Kippur text is a weak proof, since the language used there is
so with regard to impure foods (Rabbi Elyakim).
Ben pekua –
: All organs of a slaughtered animal may
be eaten. Given this, if a pregnant animal is slaughtered and
a live fetus is found in its womb, the fetus is called a child of
an animal who was ripped open [
], and it has the
status of the mother’s organs. Even if it is a viable animal and
continues to live normally, it is considered already slaughtered
based on its mother. It does not require an additional slaughtering to be eaten.
Requires cutting –
: One explanation of this phrase
is that the
is alive, and the required cutting refers
to slitting the throat of the animal, meaning that it must be
killed before it can be eaten. Alternatively, the Gemara may be
referring to a
that is already dead, and the cutting
required is in order to prepare it for consumption, since nobody
would eat it as it is (Rav Shmuel Strashun; see Ohel Moshe).
One who repents due to his awareness –
: An
example of this is one who habitually violates a particular
intentionally, but one time he transgressed unwittingly. When he later wishes to repent he is not obligated to
to the fact that, at the time that he transgressed unwittingly,
even had he become aware of his transgression he would not
have repented. The baraita derives from the verse (Leviticus
unwitting transgression.

Impure foods the volume of an egg-bulk –
: Food of any size can become impure, but to transfer ritual impurity to something else it must be the bulk of
an egg without its shell. This ruling is in accordance with the
Gemara here and in tractate
(Rambam Sefer Tahara,
Kesef Mishne there).

If we learned it only from
there, the case of impurity, I would have said that that is the
style of the verse, and no halakha can be derived from it.
whenever a verse deviates from the usual language, it implies
a change in the halakha as well.

§

From where do we derive that the mea
sure for impure foods is the volume of an egg-bulk? Rabbi
Abbahu said that Rabbi Elazar said that the verse states: “Of
okhel
ye’akhel], on which
double usage of the root akhal teaches that the ritual impu
rity of food applies even to the amount which can be de
scribed as
i.e., food that
comes from another food.
food
en egg.
And say it is referring to a kid,
which comes from a mother goat, and is therefore also food
ritual slaughter.
And say it is referring to a ben pekua. Since the slaughter of
tered, even if it survives and continues to live independently
requires
, since it cannot be eaten live, but it does not require
ritual slaughter.
say it is referring to the
giant egg bulk of the bird called bar yokhani.
If you grasped many, you did not grasp anything;
if you grasped few, you grasped something.
in a case of doubt, take the smaller number, as it is included
say
it is referring to a very small bird’s egg. Consequently, no
proof can be brought from the verse that the volume of a
chicken egg is the measure for ritual impurity.
Rabbi Abbahu himself said:
“Of all food
eaten.”
food that you can
eat
hold more than the volume of
and therefore
this is the measure used for the ritual impurity of foods.
Rabbi Elazar
said: One who
eats forbidden fat even today
must write down the exact measure that he ate, lest another
in the future
measure.
What does it mean to
measure? If we say that a future court will obligate him to bring
even for the bulk of a small olive, which is less
liable to bring a guilt-

Wasn’t it taught in a

common people sin through error, in doing any of the things
which the Lord has commanded not to be done, and be
guilty”
one who repents
due to his awareness, i.e., one who repents following becom
ing aware that he performed a transgression,
ing for his
transgression.

However, one who does not repent due to his awareness that
he sinned does not
action.
future if the measures change, even if the amount that he ate
aware he had sinned, but because the Torah measures had been
changed.
Rather,
future a court will not obligate one to bring
has eaten the bulk of a large olive,
amount. One should write down how much he ate, since in the
future a court might rule that the amount he ate is less than the
size of an olive, and therefore he will not be obligated to bring an

One who repents due to his awareness –
: An
example of this is one who habitually violates a particular
intentionally, but one time he transgressed unwittingly. When he later wishes to repent he is not obligated to
to the fact that, at the time that he transgressed unwittingly,
even had he become aware of his transgression he would not
have repented. The baraita derives from the verse (Leviticus
unwitting transgression.
Repentance and the changing of measures –
:
lems with this passage. Firstly, tractate Horayot teaches that
even if the transgression is based on a mistaken ruling from
the court, subsequent repentance is nevertheless considered
to be due to one’s awareness. Secondly, according to Rabbi
one would have repented even if there had not been a later
change of measure. These questions were answered in several

entered his mind initially, that in the future a court might obligate him to bring
for the bulk of a small olive, what
is the meaning of
Rabbi Elazar should
ment may have meant that perhaps there will
that are brought due to the smaller measure for
liability.
With regard to this topic,
punishments are halakha

to Moses from Sinai.
for all trans
gressions are
explicitly in the Torah, and therefore are
not part of an oral transmission from Moses. Rather, this is what
was
that determine liabil
ity for punishments are halakha
to Moses from
Sinai.
sures of punishments are halakha
Sinai. Others say:
of Jabez.

in a
Meato Moses from
Isn’t it

Sinai” (Leviticus
that a prophet is not perany new element related to the Torah and
its mitzvot from here on. Rather, over the course of time, the
people forgot the measures; subsequently the prophets
reestablished the measures and taught them to the masses.

§ We learned in the mishna that

Rabbi Yehuda said that

on

does not mean two
the measure
that determines liability is the volume of liquid if one pushes the
drink to one side of his mouth, and it appears as though his
Didn’t we learn in
A
in the plural form, meaning two cheeks
Say: Like two
in appear
appears as if his entire mouth is full.

The measures for punishments –
: All the mea: One who drinks a cheekful on
sures assigned to prohibited foods and all measures in the Yom Kippur is liable. The exact measure depends on the size
Torah are
transmitted to Moses from Sinai, in accordance with the Gemara here (Rambam
of the mouth, but rather is the amount that gives one the
appearance of a full mouth when the liquid is pushed to one
side of the mouth. For an average-sized person, the measure is
The measure for the prohibition of drinking on Yom Kippur – smaller than a quarter-log (

between a mistake made by the court with regard to a matter of law and a court changing measures. With regard to
the half-measure, the issue of repentance does not apply to
(see
).
: Jabez is listed in the
book of Chronicles among the sons of Judah (I
ers of the Jewish people in his generation. Some authorities
say that Jabez is an alternative name for Othniel ben Kenaz,
mentioned in the book of Judges (Rashi). The text is referring
suggests this individual led the scribes, who were the sages
of his time.

A cheekful and a quarter-log –
: See Tosafot.
According to the Rid, the terminology of the Gemara and logic
log.
to Shmuel’s opinion, but to all the approaches, since even the
basic meaning of the words of the baraita imply that this is one
of Beit Shammai’s leniencies.

to this from a
does one need to drink
to be liable? Beit Shammai say: A quarter- , and Beit Hillel say: Two
Rabbi Yehuda says in the name of Rabbi Eliezer: Like two
in appearance from the side, i.e. a single cheekful.
Rabbi Yehuda ben Beteira says:
amount that one can swallow
that a cheekful means an actual cheekful.
Is the
preferable to the
that the measure in the mishna
is so that it appears like a cheekful, so too, the
can be
explained as meaning an amount that looks like two cheeks full.
If so, Beit Hillel require an amount
that appears like two cheeks full; this is identical with the opinion
of Rabbi Eliezer,
between them
is evident in the case of
which is not a complete
mouthful but slightly less. According to Beit Hillel, one is not li
able unless he drinks a full cheekful; but according to Rabbi
Eliezer, one is liable even for a paltry mouthful.

Shammai’

to him:

: The
connection between this question and the previous statement

applying equally to a large and small person. However, once
the Gemara explained that this measure varies from person
to person, the question is posed as to why this should be only
for drinking and not for eating (
).
: It seems that this does not mean that the mind
is settled only at the moment of eating. Rather, the food sits
in one’s stomach, and as such his mind is settled. Therefore,
even Og, king of Bashan, in whom a small amount of food is
digested quickly, has a settled mind for a short time (Tosefet
).

If so, if Beit
this is an instance of Beit
since the
, which lists all the cases
He said

When this question with regard to the measure of liquid was
asked,
. Rather, the question was
asked even about Og, king of Bashan, in which case, it is Beit
Shammai who are stringent,
.
halakha with regard to the
What is
with regard
to eating, in that all people have the same measure, the volume
of a large date
with regard to drinking,
and every person is liable
measure,
have an accepted
tradition with regard to the volume of the large date, that eating
this amount
, but less than this amount does not
his mind. However, with regard to drinking, his mind is
the amount of his own cheekful, but his mind is not
with the cheekful of his fellow who is smaller than him.
to this
Is
everyone
with eating the volume of a
large date, and even Og, king of Bashan,
with the
volume of a large date?
sures for eating. Abaye said to him
an accepted
tradition that this amount
his mind, but less than this
amount
his mind. However, everyone of average
size has his mind greatly
whereas Og, king of Bashan,
has his mind only

ate
volume of a
large date, but if he ate edible grapevine shoots, would his mind
with the volume of a large date? Abaye said to
Sages have an accepted tradition that with this mea
sure one’
but with less than measure his mind
with
his mind is greatly
grapevine shoots, his mind
is only
Rava
For all prohibitions of eating, the
measure that determines liability is the volume of an olive-bulk
consumed within the time it takes to eat a half-loaf of bread. All
forbidden food eaten within that period combines to the measure
volume of a large date, which is a larger measure, is culpable if
this amount is eaten within the time it would take to eat a halfloaf of bread.
larger measure in the same time period of time. Why is there not
an accepted
tradition that one who eats within this duration of time, his mind
one who eats within a longer duration of time, his

volume of a large date consumed within
the time it takes to eat a half-loaf of bread; but the measure for
eating impure foods that render one ritually impure is half of a
half-loaf,
must also be consumed within the time it takes to eat a half-loaf
of bread Rav Pappa said to him: Do not raise a challenge from
here. Leave aside ritual impurity of the body contracted
through consuming impure foods
is not by Torah
law
one does not consume that amount of impure food within this
time period, he is not rendered impure.
But did Rav Pappa actually say that
the rendering of ritual impurity of the body through the consump
But he appears to say the
make yourselves detestable with any creeping thing that creeps,
neither shall you make yourselves impure with them, that you
should be impure thereby”
And Rav Pappa
said: From here,
with regard to the prohibition of eating, we learn that ritual impurity of the body is by Torah law.
indeed
support.

law, and the verse brought as proof is a mere

§

All types of foods combine to form
Rav
Pappa said:
ate meat and the salt that was on it, these
to make the volume of a large date. Although consum
ing salt alone is not considered
meat
with salt together,
into one measure. Similarly,
with the
vegetable to make the volume of a large date with regard to the
prohibition of eating on Yom Kippur.
It is obvious. Why should the brine not combine
Lest you say that brine is a beverage, and food and
drinks do not combine,
that any item that prepares
food for eating is considered a food.

Half of a half-loaf of bread in the time it takes to eat a halfloaf –
:
ing is prohibited depends upon the satisfaction derived from
it. However, Rava’s challenge is with respect to ritual impurity,
which does not depend upon satisfaction. If so, he asks, why
did the Sages establish the measure of half of a half-loaf in the
time it takes to eat a half-loaf (
)?
Ritual impurity of the body –
: Ritually impure
foods and beverages render other foods and beverages impure, but not vessels or people. However, in order to prevent
people from eating impure food while they drink
beverages, the Sages decreed a measure of food that can transfer
amount of food that causes this impurity at half of a half-loaf of
bread (see Tosafot). In tractate
, there is a disagreement
between the tanna’im about the measure of this loaf.
A vegetable and brine on Yom Kippur –
:
Reish Lakish emphasizes that this rule is for Yom Kippur, when
the essential factor is settling the mind. With regard to other
forbidden foods in other contexts, brine has the status of a
drink and does not combine (
).

Ritual impurity of the body –
: The Sages decreed
that one who ingests impure food or drink contracts impurity
to the second degree and must immerse himself to be puriAll foods combine –
: All types of food combine to
reach the measure of a large date, including salt with meat and
brine with a vegetable. Anything that prepares food has the
status of food. Food and drink do not combine with each other.
This ruling is in accordance with the opinion of Rav Pappa and
Reish Lakish (
,

Eats in an excessive manner –
: Tosafot Yeshanim point out that there are several levels of excessive
eating. There is excessive eating in which one keeps eating
when he is already full, and there is a further stage in which
one eats so much that he gags on what he is eating (see
).
Excluding one who harms himself –
: Some commentaries explain that as such a person is not said to be eating but to be harming himself, the verse is not referring to
him (Me’iri).

Excessive eating on Yom Kippur –

: If

on Yom Kippur eve and continues eating even though is too
full to eat more, he is exempt. This ruling is in accordance with
the opinion of Reish Lakish. If he ate tasty, fragrant food he is
liable (
,
of the Rema).
A non-priest who ate teruma in an excessive manner –
: One who eats
in an excessive
Such a person is considered to have damaged
rather
than eaten it. This is also the rule for someone who chews raw
barley, for this is not the usual way of eating (Rambam Sefer
Zera’im,

Who chews on barley of teruma –

:
sidered to be animal food. One who eats unprocessed barley
is not considered to have eaten. This is not the case with chewing wheat, which is considered the usual way of eating and
should be preceded with a blessing. One who ate wheat of
;
).

Food and drink do not combine –
:
The novel element in this
is understood by readKippur within one lapse of awareness is liable only for one
considered to be a single prohibition. They are both derived
from the same verse, making them a single matter. Even so,
measures (

).

Its type of ritual impurity and its measure –
:
There are several distinct levels of ritual impurity. There are differences both in type of impurity, i.e., whether it is imparted
by contact, carrying, or other means, and the severity of impurity, i.e., whether the impurity lasts only until evening or for
seven days, or whether it renders only clothing impure. There
A dead creeping animal transmits impurity at the size of a
lentil; an animal carcass does so at the size of an olive-bulk;
and a corpse, depending on context, has various amounts
in which it transmits impurity, from the size of a barley groat
and upward. In order for two items to combine, they must be
identical both in their type of impurity and their measure (see
Rashi and Rambam).

§ Reish Lakish said: One who eats in

r
on Yom Kippur, to the degree that he forces himself to con
tinue eating even when full
, e.g., one who ate beyond
as soon as the fast began. What is the reason

Kippur, but it
not enjoy his food at all.

himself, e.g., one who does

Similarly, Rabbi Yirmeya said that Reish Lakish said: A nonpriest who ate teruma
manner pays the printhat which he took, and does not pay the additional
which one who illegally eats
pays to the priest as a pen
if
a man eat
one who is not eating but harming himself.
He does, however, pay the principal, since he caused a loss to
excessively. Similarly, Rabbi Yirmeya said that
said: A non-priest

barley of teruma that has not been ground or
baked
an extra
that it states “eats”
harms
not eating.
Rav Sheizvi said that
a
non-priest who swallowed plums of teruma whole and vomited them out, whereupon another person
one pays
When the first one
pay for them, and

one must pay their worth to the

ited them out, the second person is considered to have damaged
i.e., fuel,

§

person.

food and drink do not
Who is the
who taught
halakha is taught as a dispute, and the
mishna is in accordance with the opinion of Rabbi Yehoshua.
As we learned
Rabbi Yehoshua stated a general
item that is
to another item in its type
of ritual impurity, e.g., impurity that lasts only until evening,
and its measure
with the other item to reach one measure to render other items
.

creeping animals all combine to render other items impure.

A non-priest who swallowed plums of teruma –
: If a non-priest swallows plums of
and
vomits them out, and then another person comes and eats
and the second person pays the value of the plums as fuel
(Rambam
Any item that is identical to another item in its type of ritual

impurity and its measure –
: If several
items are identical with respect to their type of ritual impurity
and the measure at which they impart impurity to other items,
they combine with each other to impart impurity. If their type
of impurity is the same but not their measure, or their measure
is identical but not their type of impurity, then they do not
combine even to assume the status of the more lenient one
(Rambam

However, if one item is identical to another in its ritual impurity but not its measure,
part impurity until nightfall; or if its measure is identical but not
its type of ritual impurity,
from an animal carcass, which imparts impurity until nightfall;
and all the more so, when neither its ritual impurity nor its
measure are identical, then the items
Here, too,
although both eating and drinking are prohibited on their own,
they do not combine because they do not have the same measure
that imparts impurity.
if you say that the mishna is in accor
dance with the opinion of the Rabbis, until now we have heard
the Rabbis say there
phenomenon of
ritual impurity is
But
here,
liability is set
combination of
eating and drinking together
And similarly, Reish Lakish said:
and drink combine to reach a measure that determines liability
is taught as a dispute.
the mishna that states that they do not combine is in accordance
with the opinion of Rabbi Yehoshua, as we learned
with regard to
said
Even if you
say that the mishna is in accordance with the opinion of the
Rabbis, until now we have heard the Rabbis say there that items
only with regard to ritual
impurity. But here,
determines liability is set
combination of eating and drinking together does not
mind.
one ate and drank
within
one lapse of awareness, e.g., he forgot
he is liable to bring
However, if he ate and performed labor
he is liable
to
as by doing so he violated two sepa
he ate foods that are not
eating, or
drank liquids that are not
brine
or the briny liquid
as
that is not the typical manner of eating or drinking.
Reish Lakish said: Why is there no
warning stated about
; why
did the Torah not state explicitly that it is prohibited to eat and
possible to write
How
the Merciful One
write: One shall not eat
eating the amount of an olivebulk,
afmean:
Get up and eat.

write

One
Guard yourself lest
If so, there would be too many negative

mitzvot,
Guard, lest, and not. One would then say that there are three
prohibitions against eating.

If one ate and drank within one lapse of awareness –
: If one ate and drank on Yom Kippur within
one lapse of awareness, e.g., if he forgot it was Yom Kippur,
Sefer

: If on Yom Kippur one ate foods that are
he is exempt. However, it is prohibited to drink or eat such
substances ab initio. One who does so receives lashes by
rabbinic decree (Rambam
,
pickled –

: If on Yom Kippur one drank

is exempt (
,
comment of the Rema).

Punishment and warning –
: The Gemara here
and in many other places attempts to locate warnings that
express particular prohibitions. This is because there is a
principle that a punishment may be administered only if
there is a warning. However, if the punishment is written
explicitly in the Torah, why should a warning be sought?
The Rambam explains in
that when a special
verse that contains a warning is found, it adds to the clarity
of the verses. However, according to Tosafot, if a written
warning cannot be found, there may be no punishment of
lashes, because lashes are given only for the transgression
of prohibitions.
: The later commentaries discuss
how to understand the words of Reish Lakish, as it seems
that according to all opinions there is in fact a warning with

on Yom Kippur; rather, he explains why this warning is not
stated in the Torah as a prohibition but is only hinted at.
Alternatively, Reish Lakish held that the Torah relied on the
verbal analogy rather than writing it explicitly (Tosefet Yom
;
).

Rav Beivai bar Abaye
write: Guard
If so,
guard yourself
about a prohibition, it is considered to be a prohibition; if the words
guard yourself
about a positive mitzva, it is considered to
be a positive mitzva.
of prohibition. Rav Ashi strongly
One write: Do not

which would imply a

§ With regard to the prohibitions against eating and labor, the Gemara
And a tanna
Kippur from here:
your souls, you shall
do no manner of labor”
might have thought that performing labor during the
of the
period of prohibition of labor,
is punishable by
the verse states: “And whatsoever soul
it be that does any manner of labor on that same day”
which teaches that performing labor on that very day is punishable
by karet, but labor performed during
of the period of
prohibition of labor is not punishable by karet.

might have thought that performing labor
during the
of the period of prohibition of labor is not punishable by karet,
of the
period
karet.
the verse states:
“For whatsoever soul it be
he
on that very day is punishable by karet, but not
of the period
punishable by karet.
might have thought that one who performs
labor during the extension would not be
of
, but he would be warned against performing labor during the tension of the period of prohibition of labor with a prohibition incurring
the punishment of lashes; therefore, the verse states: “And you shall do
no manner of labor on that same day”
that he is warned not to perform labor on that very day, but he is not
warned against performing labor during the
of the period of
prohibition of labor, and therefore he is not liable to receive lashes for
doing so.
might
He would not be
warned with regard to performing labor during the
of the
period of prohibition of labor that it is a prohibition that incurs lashes;
but he would be warned with regard to
during the
of the period
that it is a prohibition that
incurs lashes. However, that is incorrect, and it is learned from
derivation
Just as with regard to labor, whose prohibition
is observed on both Shabbatot and Festivals, one is not warned about
the extension added to the day,
with regard to
Shabbatot and Festivals, he should not
be warned about
But the warning about lashes during the very
day itself we have not learned. From where
need
not state the punishment of
for performing
learn it by logical derivation from the punishment of not being in a state
of
Just as the requirement of
not observed on Shabbatot and Festivals, is punishable by karet
Kippur, with regard to the prohibition of
observed on all
Shabbatot and Festivals, is it not all the more so?
why is the punish
ment for labor stated
a
verbal analogy from it: A punishment with regard to
and a punishment with regard to labor is stated. Just as with regard to
labor one is punished only if he was warned
so too, with regard to
only if he was warned.

has

comparison can be refuted. How
exceptions from its

general
the Jewish people, what can you say with regard to labor,
has
exceptions from its general

which include prohibited labors, e.g., slaughtering animals and

Rather,
not say the punishment
for not being in a state of
the punishment for performing labor through an a
infer
Just as labor, for
exceptions from the
general prohibition
e.g., performing the Temple
is punishable by karet,
with regard to not being in a state of
exceptions from its general prohibition, is it not all
the more so
able to receive
why is it nevertheless stated? It is
verbal analogy: Punishment
punishment is stated
with regard to labor. Just as for labor the Torah punished and
the Torah punished and warned.
and
Whereas the prohibition of labor
is observed on Shabbatot and Festivals, can you say the same
not observed on Shabbatot and
Festivals?
Ravina said: We did not properly understand the teaching of
this
, as this tanna derived a verbal analogy from the
same
same
it is available,
same day” is unnecessary within its own context and comes only
to teach this verbal analogy; as, if it
be refuted, as we refuted it above.
and we may
learn from it, as
with regard to the pro
hibition of labor
One to teach a warning with
regard to the prohibition of labor on the day
self; and one for a warning with regard to labor on the night of
and one for the punishment of
for perform
ing labor on the day; and one for the punishment for perform
ing labor at night; and one verse to be available to derive the
requirement of
the prohibition of labor, both
during the day and night, using a verbal analogy.
an alternative verbal anal
with regard
later, with regard to a
Just as there, in the case of
rape, the Torah did not punish unless there was prior warning,
so too here,
did not punish unless there was prior
bar Ya’akov said
Derive a verbal analogy from the words “Shabbat of solemn rest”
Kippur from
which commemorates the Shabbat of Creation. Just as there,
in the case of Shabbat, the Torah did not punish unless there
was prior warning, so too here,
Torah did not punish unless there was prior warning.
Rav Pappa said:

One for the day and one for the night –
: Tosafot Yeshanim point out that with regard to
Shabbat
implying separate prohibitions for the night and for the
day. In that case, why is it necessary for Yom Kippur? The
stated explicitly several times with regard to Yom Kippur.
Therefore, it seems that the whole mitzva relates to the
daytime. Consequently, there was a need to cite special
verses to show that the prohibition applies at night as well.
Other commentaries have added that in fact it is the day of
Yom Kippur, and not the night, that facilitates atonement
(
).

: With
fy and append from non-sacred time to sacred time, both
at the beginning of the holiday and at its end (Rambam
,
Appending from non-sacred time to sacred time
on Shabbatot and Festivals –
: Some commentaries write that the
mitzva to sanctify and append non-sacred time to sacred
time on Shabbat and Festivals is a rabbinic law, contrary
to Rambam’s opinion (see
; Rambam Sefer
Beit Yosef,
authorities consider it a
positive mitzva by Torah law, and therefore one should
refrain from labor both at the start and the end of the
day. This additional time lasts from sunset to twilight.
gation, one may treat the entire span as sacred. Practically speaking, the custom is to begin this extra time just
customs with respect to how much to add and whether
the entire community adds time. For example, in Jerusalem, women have the custom to add more time and
light candles earlier than in other locations (see Mishna
,

until evening, you shall rest on your Shabbat”
Gemara compares the various opinions. Granted, Rav Pappa did
not say as
did because a verse that
to a verbal analogy. But what is
the reason that
bar Ya’akov did not state his opinion in
with the opinion of Rav Pappa?
He requires this
in a
“And you
day of the month at evening,
from evening until evening, you shall rest on your Shabbat” (Leviti
might have thought that
oneself on the ninth of Tishrei; therefore, the verse states “at evening.” If the Torah had stated only “at evening,” one might have
thought that the fast starts only when darkness falls; therefore, the
verse states “on the ninth,” implying that one begins to fast on the
ninth of Tishrei. How
One begins to
fast while it is still daytime; from here it is derived that one sancti
the
weekday to the
day of
for

I have derived only that one must add time at the beginning
Kippur. From where
of
implying that one adds at the end as well, just as he
does at the beginning. And I have derived only the mitzva of adding
to Yom Kippur; from where is it derived that one must also sanctify
states: “You
shall rest”
Festivals, on which one is commanded to rest. I have derived only
that one adds an extension to Festivals; from where
one must also sanctify and append to Shabbatot
states:
“Your Shabbat”
the term:
shevut] is stated, it teaches from here that one
appends from the
weekday to the
.
And the tanna who learns a verbal analogy from
same
same day,” what does he do with
“On the ninth day of the month”?
that
“And you
shall
day of the month” (Leviticus
Doesn’t
one in fact
the tenth
Rather, the verse
comes to tell you: Anyone who eats and drinks on the ninth of
Tishrei and then fasts on the tenth,
him credit as
though he fasted on both the ninth and the tenth.
to this when it states that the fast is on the ninth.

From evening until evening –
: It seems that the au- the ninth has a harder time fasting the next day, and therefore
thor of the baraita learned in accordance with the principle that
Eliya Rabba).
A third approach suggests that Yom Kippur is a Festival, and it
evening” includes part of the evening as well (see
).
would have been appropriate to eat and drink; however, since
such activity is prohibited on the tenth, one creates a Festival
As though he fasted on the ninth and the tenth –
: In explaining this matter, some simply say that since one is obligated to appease anyone he has injured and to make
peace with all people. One with a full stomach will have an easier
time being accommodating and less likely to engage in disputes,
(Rashi; Me’iri). Others explain that one who eats a great deal on which is why it is a mitzva to eat on the ninth (Sefat Emet).

§

ate food that is not
eating, he is exempt. Rava said:
raw pepper on
since this is not considered eating.
Similarly, if
zangvila] on Yom Kippur, he is
.
to this. Rabbi Meir would say
have planted all manner of trees for food, then you shall count the
fruit of it as forbidden [orla]; three years it shall be forbidden to
of what is
forbidden,” do I not know that the verse is referring to “trees for food,”
Rather, what is the meaning when
the verse states “trees for food”?
a tree whose wood
and fruit taste the same, i.e., a tree that is itself eaten in addition
to its fruit. One must say that this is referring to pepper that
grows on a tree,
even
to the
halakha of orla. And this also teaches that
nothing, as even pepper can grow there, as it is stated among the

: This may refer
to peppercorn, also called black pepper. The natural location for cultivation of this pepper is in tropical lands, and it
is usually imported from India. However, there are isolated
locations in Eretz Yisrael whose climate makes it possible
to grow pepper.
: Ginger,
, is a perennial tropical grass from the ginger
a thick aromatic rhizome. The plant originated in India, and
it spread from there to other lands. The dried rhizomes are
used as a spice for cakes, wines, and various types of liquor.
It is also used as a medicine, and it is sometimes held in the
mouth to relieve bad breath.

is
statement about edible pepper is referring
to bell pepper, which is moist; and that halakha pertaining to
dry and is not
considered food.
Ravina said to Mareimar: But didn’t
that it is
to eat this
himalta]
India, and there is no concern that gentiles may have cooked it.
And
ground,
over it.
is
statement is referring to wet ginger, which is
considered food; and that
Kippur, which maintained that ginger is not food, is referring to
dry ginger.
one ate leaves of reeds
Kippur,
but if one ate grapevine shoots he is liable.
What are these grapevine shoots?
the city of Migdal said: All shoots that
sprouted between Rosh HaShana and Yom Kippur and are still
And Rav Kahana said: All shoots
that sprouted up to thirty days
It was taught in a
in the opinion of
one
if one ate grapevine shoots
he is liable. What are these grapevine shoots?
all those
that sprouted between Rosh HaShana and Yom Kippur.
in a

brine or the briny liquid
be inferred that if one drank vinegar, he is liable. Who is the
of the mishna? It is Rabbi
as it was taught
in a
that Rabbi
says: Vinegar revives the
spirit and is therefore considered a beverage.

One must say that this is pepper –
: Since
the pepper vine is a small plant that does not look like a
tree, one might have thought it was a type of vegetable, to
which the
of orla do not apply (Rashi on tractate
).
Grapevine shoots, etc. –

deal with items that people do not eat at all and are in no way
considered human food. Rather, the discussion is about items
that are not considered substantial and that people eat from
time to time but not on a regular basis. The Gemara questions
whether or not one who ingests these foods is considered to
be eating food subject to the usual prohibitions, e.g., those of
: The Talmud does not Yom Kippur.

Ginger plant
Cooked ginger [himalta] –
: This is apparently a
candy made from young ginger roots steeped in sugar. It is
also called
in the Talmud.

Ginger [zangvila] –
: The origin of the plant’s name
is Indian. In Sanskrit the spice is called singavera, which became
via the common interchange of the letters
and reish.

Chewing pepper and ginger on Yom Kippur –
: One who chews pepper or dried ginger
on Yom Kippur is exempt. If they are moist and suitable
for eating, one is liable (
,
Cooked ginger –
:
creates the fruit of the ground, over ginger that is prepared
for eating (
,
Leaves of reeds and grapevine shoots –
: One who eats reed leaves on Yom Kippur is exempt.
One who eats grapevine shoots is exempt if they sprouted
before Rosh HaShana; if they sprouted between Rosh HaShana and Yom Kippur he is liable (
,
Vinegar on Yom Kippur –
: One who
drinks pure strong vinegar on Yom Kippur is exempt. The
explains that this is vinegar that bubbles when
it falls to the ground. If it was mixed with water, one who
drinks it is liable (
,
the comment of the Rema).

